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Senior Product Manager
Responsibilities
You will be responsible for existing mapping connectivity between users, handling
Privacy settings, defining a best-in-class Search product, and ultimately driving the
future of Venmo’s Feed. You will work with our Data Infrastructure and Data
Science teams and a front-end client team to design both back and front-end
experiences to improve Venmo’s social landscape.

You will also work closely with other Product Managers, manage request intake and
feature scoping, and participate in agile ceremonies to drive the execution and
launch of new features. You will be the point person for your domain, balancing
customer desires, business requirements, legal/compliance, growth and
monetization considerations.

Qualifications

Senior level experience in a consumer-facing Product role. Ideally, you’ve
managed a huge component of a particular business line at your current or
previous company, or a team of PMs
Experience building a product roadmap and working with cross-functional
stakeholders to deliver measurable impact
Analytical experience, specifically in using Looker or other BI tools to drill
down on insights and create solutions on data-driven hypotheses
Experimentation and A/B testing experience in guiding rapid iterative
product development
Analyze, quantify, and articulate trade-offs of product roadmap features
Familiarity with FinTech products and concepts
Strong verbal communication and presentation skills to senior leaders and
project partners
Deep attention to detail; desire to collaborate on new processes for
efficiency
Bias toward data-driven decision making
Demonstrated ability to work independently and deliver core responsibilities
against deadlines
Ability to quickly build consensus
Experience in Payments or Consumer Financial Services is a plus
Experience in ML or Data Science is a plus

Job Benefits
Venmo is committed to building an equitable and inclusive global economy at
PayPal. And we can’t do this without our most important asset—you. That’s why we
offer benefits to help you thrive in every stage of life. We champion your financial,
physical, and mental health by offering valuable benefits and resources to help you
care for the whole of you.

Venmo has great benefits, including a flexible work environment, employee shares
options, health, life insurance, and more. To learn more about our benefits please
visit https://www.paypalbenefits.com

Hiring organization
Venmo

Venmo is working to build a
payment experience that’s simple,
delightful, and connected. Since our
founding in 2009, we’ve quickly
grown from an idea hatched by two
college roommates who wanted a
better way to pay each other back to
the go-to digital wallet that’s known
and loved by millions. What started
off as a simple SMS platform to
send and receive money has
evolved into a social payments app
allowing people to pay, split and
share their experiences.

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
New York

Date posted
27 May 2022
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